From: "Steve Swan" <steve7408@gmail.com>
To: "Hubble, Hilbert R" <hhubble@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, October 2, 2014 2:45:29 PM
Subject: Re: Harvey Hubbell's descendants
Hello Hilbert,
Thank you for replying to my email request, it's much appreciated.
My goal is to establish the silversmith who made these buttons, at present this is
pointing towards a Job Prince of Milford Connecticut (1699-1703) died at the age of 23.
Within a tailors account book of a Thomas Clarke there is a mention of twelve silver
buttons being sold to him by the silversmith Job Prince, this is mentioned in Patricia E
Kanes book, Colonial Massachusetts silversmiths and jewellers page 786, he is
mentioned in this book as he was born in Boston but moved to Connecticut when only
19 years old.
The elegant tankard you referred to is a high quality piece made by Peter Van Dyck,
Job Prince on the other hand, being so young and based in a small town like Milford
would have only carried out small works, to make church silver I believe you would need
a very good reputation built over some years.
During these seven long years of research I have only quite recently come across the
name Richard Hubbell Jr 1654-1738, in his last will and testament is a mention of 7
large silver buttons and fifteen small silver buttons, does any of the family have some of
these buttons? Would any of the family have colonial silver marked with IP for the
silversmith? Whoever these buttons belonged to had to be reasonably wealthy, not just
for the silver buttons but the cost for the engraved initials would have been a pretty
penny too.
Job Prince was the first silversmith of Connecticut and people wanting small items I
believe Job would have been called upon, I know the engraving to the buttons was
carried out by a specialist, this you can tell by the naïve way the buttons have been
made, still with the gentle hammer marks showing to the backs, the eyelets slightly off
centre and the soldering lacking some finesse yet beautiful, a small town silversmith's
work in my opinion.
Being the first silversmith in Connecticut and quite local to the Hubbell's residence,
about 12 miles away I believe, it is possible that the Tailor Thomas Clarke sold these
buttons attached to some clothing to Richard Hubbell Jr, it would be great if one of the
family had an accounts book of that period.
Suffice to say, whoever had the buttons engraved was well to do and of some standing
within their community
I look forward to your reply, should you wish for photographs of the items please let me
know
Kind Regards,
Steve Swan

On 2 October 2014 15:01, <hhubble@comcast.net> wrote:
Steve Swan (see below) has some interesting buttons purchased in CT with the initials
RH.
He is looking to see if any of our family has similar buttons/silverware that might match.
Pictures on the web site he quotes.
For Steve:
I think it is a long shot to think the same silversmith crafted the pieces at the United
Congregational Church at Bridgeport that we saw on a tour of the church. The name
Peter Van Dyck (1684-1750) of New York is associated with a Tankard illustrated on
page 53 of our 1980 history.
Hilbert
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Steve Swan <steve7408@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 30, 2014 at 7:31 PM
Subject: Harvey Hubbell's descendants
To: Captimepro@gmail.com
Hi,
Sorry to email to this address but I have no other way of contacting the above person.
I wondered if you could pass this message onto Harvey Hubbell V regarding his colonial
relatives, could you ask if he is related to Richard Hubbell Jr 1654-1738.
I am researching some colonial items I have in my collection, wondered if anyone in his
family have any of the same pieces, the reason is to put a name to the items which may
also point to the silversmith which is my goal.
Just to prove this is not a weird email, if you Google 12 American Colonial Silver
Buttons (https://www.12americancolonialsilvercoinbuttons.co.uk/ ) and click on
images you will see what I mean, they should show pictures posted on 925-1000 site, if
you follow the link to the page it explains my research there.
May I thank you in advance for your time, I believe you will have my email address from
this post.
Kind Regards,
Steve
From the UK
The text below are excerpts from the website shown above:

